Algorithmic-driven design of shark denticle bioinspired structures for superior aerodynamic properties.
All engineering systems that move through fluids can benefit from a reduction in opposing forces, or drag. As a result, there is a significant focus on finding new ways to improve the lift-to-drag ratios of systems that move through fluids. Nature has proven to be an extremely beneficial source of inspiration to overcome current technical endeavors. Shark skin, with its low-drag riblet structure, is a prime example of an evolutionary design that has inspired new implementations of drag reducing technologies. Previously, it has been shown that denticles have drag reducing properties when applied to airfoils and other surfaces moving through fluids. Researchers have been able to mimic the structure of shark skin, but minimal work has been done in terms of optimizing the design of the denticles due to the large number of parameters involved. In this work, we use a combination of computational fluid dynamics simulations and optimization methods to optimize the size and shape of shark skin denticles in order to decrease drag. Results show that by changing the size, shape, and orientation of the denticles, the boundary layer can be altered, and thereby reduce drag. This research demonstrates that denticles play a similar role as vortex generators in energizing the boundary layer to decrease drag. These mechanisms, along with the fundamental knowledge gained through the study of these drag reducing structures can be applied to a vast number of fields including aeronautics, oceanic, and automotive engineering.